
Disciples should be tiny 
(Preached by Noel AM and Kellie PM 29.3.15) 

REFLECTIONS 
How do you experience and where do you see the world’s mantra of ‘you must be the 
greatest/biggest’? 

Do you see/experience much of the world championing the sense of humility Jesus is talking about? 

Share your reflections from Noel or Kellie’s message? What jumped out? How were you challenged? 
Did it raise any questions? 

 

MATTHEW 18:1-5 
What is behind the disciple’s question? 

If you notice that their question says “who, then, is the greatest…”. This implies that there is some 
history to this question. Have a look at Mark 9:33-37 and Luke 9:46-48. How much is their arguing like 
all the jostling for the top position that happens everywhere today!!! 

Take a piece of butcher’s paper or similar and draw a child in the middle. Now brainstorm what Jesus 
might mean when he says “become like little children”. What do we need to change? What 
characteristics is Jesus longing for us to possess? How was Jesus child-like…examples? Why are they 
the greatest in the kingdom? 

 

When Jesus says welcome one such child… Is he talking about just kids or is he using them as 
examples of the ones we should welcome?  

Who should we be welcoming? 

What does v5 tell us about the heart of Jesus? 

 

MATTHEW 18:6-9 
After stating that we must welcome “little ones” Jesus then moves on to providing a couple of warnings 
to his disciples, the first of which is to avoid causing them to stumble. 

How can we tell Jesus is serious about this warning? 

Why do you think he needs to be so emphatic? 



Take your responses from the question above (“who should we be welcoming?”) and pick a couple of 
examples. Then talk about how if such a person was part of our church, what are some ways we might 
potentially cause them to stumble?  

What are ways that we can ensure they are welcomed and lifted up not brought down? 

 

MATTHEW 18:10 – 14 
The second warning is to make sure we do not despise one of the little ones. Despise is a strong word 
and one we may not associate with our own attitudes but lets be honest and acknowledge that we can 
definitely look down on ‘little ones’ and worse than that our behavior towards them can lead them to 
wander away from the flock. So.. 

What does this passage tell us about the position of these little ones in God’s eyes? Where do you see 
this in the passage? 

What is the reference to angels about? (it adds weight to the importance of these little ones to God). 

How does this passage inform our response to those who seem to be drifting away? 

 

APPLY IT 
What does it look like in your lives to take the low position? To lift others up? Offer each other 
scenarios from your life to wrestle over how to apply this kingdom principle of being child like. 

Is there a little one you need to respond differently to? What are you going to commit to do? 
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